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Abstract—Today’s cloud data centers contain more than millions of servers and offer high bandwidth. A fundamental problem is how to
significantly improve the large-scale system’s scalability to interconnect a large number of servers and meanwhile support various online
services in cloud computing. One way is to deal with the challenge of potential mismatching between the network architecture and the data
placement. Toaddress this challenge,wepresentANTELOPE, a scalable distributed data-centric scheme inclouddata centers, inwhichwe
systematically take into account both the property of network architecture and the optimization of data placement. The basic idea behind
ANTELOPEis to leverageprecomputationbaseddata cube tosupport onlinecloudservices.Since the constructionofdata cubesuffers from
the high costs of full materialization, we use a semantic-aware partial materialization solution to significantly reduce the operation and space
overheads. Extensive experiments on real system implementations demonstrate the efficacy and efficiency of our proposed scheme.

Index Terms—Cloud computing, data center networks, semantic awareness, data cube

1 INTRODUCTION

CLOUD data centers are facing the problem of data deluge.
The volume of digital content maintained in cloud data

centers is growing at an ever increasing pace. According to a
recent International Data Corporation (IDC) study, 800 Exa-
bytes of data were created in 2009 [1]. Facebook reports, in
June 2010, there exists 21PB raw storage capacity in the
internal data warehouse, and moreover, 12TB compressed
new data are added every day [2]. In a foreseeable future, this
already staggering volume of data is projected to increase.
Unfortunately, until now, we are not ready to handle the data
deluge. For example, from 1700 responses to a Science poll [3],
about 20% respondents often use more than 100 GB datasets
(wherein 7% over 1TB), more than 63% have asked colleagues
for data sharing, and about half of those polled store the data
only in their own labs due to lack of funding to support
archiving, let alone real-time data analysis (e.g., online
queries). In order to efficiently handle big data analytics,
cloud platforms have emerged, such as MapReduce [4],
Hadoop [5], Dryad [6], Pig [7] and Hive [8], which demon-
strate the ability to scale to thousands of nodes, and support
fault tolerance, high availability and automatic management.
Moreover, users routinely pose queries across hundreds of
Gigabytes of data stored on data centers [9]. A cost-effective
scheme in real-world applications hence becomes more

important to efficiently satisfy users’ requests and signifi-
cantly improve system performance.

In recent years, the data centers for real-world applications
have been built to provide various services, such as informa-
tion retrievals, E-mails, instant messages and Web services.
Major players like Amazon, Google, Microsoft, IBM, Face-
book, Apple, Intel and Yahoo! are constructing mega-data
centers for cloud computing [10]–[12] to compete for such
service-oriented markets, by moving the computation, stor-
age and operations to the cloud computing platform. Data
centers are themselves a networking infrastructure that con-
nects a large number of servers via high-speed links, routers
and switches. Providing online services in a scalable cloud
computing environment has become a main concern for the
IT industry. This has become an emerging and important
research topic in cloud computing.

The essence of online cloud service in data centers is to
provide real-time response when carrying out various opera-
tions, such as query services and system configuration. For
example, an online query service in data centers can identify
“hot spot” data that are frequently visited by measuring the
maximumof I/Oaccesses. In order to obtain load balance and
alleviate performance bottlenecks, we need to carry out data
migration [13] or replica control [14] in advance. Furthermore,
users are often interested in the “hot spot”data that can satisfy
most query requests with high accuracy. A prefetching or
caching scheme can be further used to decrease query latency.
Therefore, providing online cloud services demonstrates the
benefits of quick response, system optimization and cost
savings, which are critical and important to enhance the
scalability of large-scale cloud data centers.

Most large-scale cloud computing applications essentially
require the online services that cloud data-center networks
support to be scalable andhighly efficient. In order to improve
the scalability and efficiency in data centers, researchers have
recently proposed several data-center network architectures,
such as Portland [15], Ficonn [16], VL2 [17], DCell [18], BCube
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[19], Spain [20] and fat tree [21].Although the newlyproposed
architectures work well for their own design purposes, such
as throughput increments, reliability enhancements and cost
savings. They do not consider the online applications running
on top of the architectures. The key issue is the lack of the
comprehensive considerations in terms of the data placement,
which is tightly associatedwith access patterns inonline cloud
services. Therefore, we need to take into account both the
properties of network architecture and data placement to
provide scalable online cloud service. Specifically, we need
to handle three main challenges.and implementation.

Weakscalability:Data center networksmainlyuse switch-
based tree structure to interconnect the increasing number of
servers and do not scale well. The hierarchical tree based
physical configurations require expensive and high-speed
switches to sustain the exponential growth of servers. Hence,
core and rack switches in this tree often pose as the bandwidth
bottleneck. Furthermore, the source-destination link can be
shared by many other host pairs. Traffic congestion often
arises, in particular near the higher hierarchy (e.g., root switch
of the tree). One observation is that the aggregate throughput
becomes much lower than the sum of network interface card
throughputs [22]–[24].

Limited inter-server bandwidth capacity: Data centers
require bandwidth-intensive communication supports for
IT infrastructure services such as GFS [25], BigTable [26],
MapReduce [4] and Dryad [6]. Limited ports in the high-cost
switches unfortunately decrease aggregate bandwidth mov-
ing up the hierarchy and result in large oversubscription [17].
The over-subscription severely limits the overall performance
due to preventing overloaded services from being assigned to
idle servers and meanwhile requiring high-cost hardware to
support more ports for interconnection. Hence, if all commu-
nications need to go through limited high-level core switches,
data centers will decrease the overall performance.

Low link utilization:Most existing designs for data center
networks pay little attentions to the link bandwidth utiliza-
tion for network transmission. Ideally, a server can obtain
queried results from its own or adjacent servers, rather than
remote ones. The reduction of path length allows us to obtain
the fast query response and the increment of link utilization.
In order to improve link utilization, a key issue is how to carry
out (near)-optimal data placement among millions of servers
in the cloud data-center networks.

In order to address the above challenges and support
online cloud services, we propose ANTELOPE, a scalable
distributed data management scheme, which can bridge the
gap between network architecture and data placement in
large-scale cloud data centers. The basic idea behind
ANTELOPE is to leverage off-line precomputation to improve
online query performance. The precomputation model in
ANTELOPE is data cube [27]. The rationale comes from a
proper understanding between the data cube and the seman-
tic-based data management in cloud data centers. On one
hand, using the data cube can provide the online service and
support rich dimension queries. The data cube supports not
only conventional queries for original data, but also the
queries for statistic based measures, such as Max and Min.
The statistic based queries meet the needs of decreasing data
migration, offering real-time response and supporting queries
for derived dimensions that are the computation results of

source data. Clouddata centers can hence significantly reduce
the amounts of transmitted data since in many cases, what
users are really concerned with is the statistic results, rather
than the source data. On the other hand, the construction of a
data cube is a data-intensive task that incurs large amounts of
computation and storage overheads. The potential semantic
correlation from the access patterns can significantly reduce
the operation overheads. ANTELOPEoptimizes the construc-
tion of data cube by identifying semantic correlation and
efficiently supports online cloud services in data centers. We
make the following contributions.

First, a data cube [27] can accurately and efficiently satisfy
on-line aggregate query requests by using precomputed statis-
tics. The data cube consists of multi-dimensional aggregates
that come froma fact tablewith ameasure attribute and a set of
dimensional attributes. However, performing the construction
of a data cube is non-trivial due to the problem of full materi-
alization [28]. The full materialization is to precomputes all
possible aggregates and unfortunately incur very high compu-
tation and storage costs. In order to address this problem, we
use a semantic-aware partial materialization as a suitable tradeoff
between the construction efficiency and the query accuracy by
precomputing the related, rather than all, aggregates.

Second, given the real-life fact of high-cost and limited-
ports switches, what we can do is to optimize the data place-
ment to improve the entire throughput, especially among the
low-level servers. ANTELOPE achieves this by aggregating
data with strong locality into the same or adjacent servers.
Specifically, by exploring access patterns, ANTELOPE places
data close to their locality-aware servers with the aid of
Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [29], [30]. We thus signifi-
cantly enhance network bandwidth utilization through core
switches. The high-level links in the hierarchy will not become
the performance bottleneck. When new servers are added,
existing running servers have little influence. In particular, our
data-centric placement design serves as virtual layer well and
is suitable for arbitrary low-level network topology.

Third, in order to carry out (near)-optimal dataplacement in
large-scale clouddata centers,ANTELOPEexplores the locality
residing in the access patterns such that data with strong
locality can be aggregated and placed in the same or adjacent
servers.We improve thebandwidthutilization.Thepath length
for completing query operations is significantly reduced. Per-
forming the fast identificationofdata localitygenerally requires
heavy computation and space overheads. LSH [29] can effi-
ciently identify data locality with acceptable complexity.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
shows the research backgrounds especially in traffic patterns
analysis, data cube and locality sensitive hashing. Section 3
describes the design principles of ANTELOPE. Section 4
shows the implementation details. We study extensive ex-
periments in real system implementations in Section 5. We
present the relatedwork in Section 6. Finally,we conclude our
paper in Section 7.

2 BACKGROUNDS

This section shows the research backgrounds of ANTELOPE
design. Observations from access pattern analysis motivate
our research work that makes use of data cube as precompu-
tation model.
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2.1 Locality-Aware Analysis
Currently, since no large-scale data center traffic traces are
publicly available, we generate patterns along the lines of
traffic distributions in publishedwork and open system traces
to emulate typical data center workloads. The measured
traces are listed as follows.

LANL: LosAlamosNational Laboratory (LANL) recently
released multiple sets of data [37]. These metadata show
the information about files. This data set is about 19 GB
and consists of roughly 112 million lines of archive data
and roughly 9 million lines of home/project space data.
The attributes of thesedata includeunique ID,file sizes (in
bytes), creation time, modification time, block sizes (in
bytes) and the paths to files.
HP: HP file system provides a 10-day 500 GB trace [33]
that records the accesses from 236 users. The trace records
multiple operations, such as READ, WRITE, LOOKUP,
OPEN, and CLOSE, on the accessed files with file names
and device numbers.
MSN: MSN trace [34] maintains metadata information
and correlated users within a 6-hour period and has been
divided into 10-minute intervals. This trace contains
1.25 million files and records 3.3 million “READ” and
1.17million “WRITE” operations. The queried objects are
the files that exhibit multi-dimensional attributes, includ-
ing access time, the amounts of READ, the amounts of
WRITE, operational sequence IDs and file size within an
examined interval.
GoogleCluster:Google recently releases anonymized log
data from their clusters [35]. This is a collected trace in a 7-
hour period. The workload in the trace consists of a set of
tasks and each task runs on a single machine. Tasks
consume memory and one or more cores (in fractional
units). Each task belongs to a single job.One jobmayhave
multiple tasks (e.g. mappers and reducers). The trace has
totally 3,535,029 observations, 9218 unique jobs and
176,580 unique tasks.

To measure the locality of access patterns in data centers,
wemakeuse of ametric, called locality rate, which is defined as
the percentage of switches/routers that recursively contain
the visited nodes as shown in Fig. 1. A lower value of this rate
means much stronger locality.

We illustrate the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF)
of locality rates for above traces in Fig. 2.We observe that real-
world applicationsusually exhibit strong locality by accessing
close and correlated data. The average value of four traces’
locality rates is 3.25% and the maximum is 11.2%, which
means that most access requests can be completed within
adjacent low-level servers. Based on the observations, we
argue that an optimized data placement can improve

scalability and improve link utilization. The observations also
motivate our ANTELOPE design for supporting online cloud
service.

2.2 Data Cube for Online Query
A data cube [27] uses multi-dimensional aggregates based on
off-line precomputation to obtain fast on-line runtime perfor-
mance. A cube consists of a lattice of cuboids. Each cuboid is
associated with an aggregate of measure attributes according
to a group-by operation. This operation uses a subset of the
dimensional attributes. Data cube hence precomputes the
aggregation of all possible combination of dimensions to
facilitate the queries.

Definition 1 (Data Cube). Consider a relation with
-dimensional attributes and non-negative
scores, , to represent the attributes ordered by . The
data cube is the set of aggregates that are the precomputed
results through executing group-by operations on .
When the cardinality of attributes are ,

it becomes . A cell over cube measure can be
represented as a group-by cell in a -dimensional cuboid
when values from exist.

Ranking operations in ANTELOPE need to rank the
multi-dimensional aggregates in each cuboid in ascending
or descending order. The ranked aggregates allow explicit
representation of stored data to efficiently answer aggregate
queries. The ranked results can be ordered by score defined
in Definition 1. The score comes from the computation of
ranking functions on the measures in each cuboid.

Definition 2 (Ranking Function). A ranking function sorts
each aggregate based onmeasure values represented as score in
descending or ascending order. The ranked aggregates are
formulated by group-by attributes, .
Typical ranking functions execute precomputation by using

aggregation measures, such as sum,ave, max and stddev, and in
thispaper, as anexample,weusemax to compute themaximum
of theaggregates that are then rankedby their scores.According
to the ranking function, we can further obtain the ranking
cuboids, in which the aggregates are ordered by their scores
in multi-dimensional analysis.

Definition 3 (Cuboids). Given group-by attributes
and ranking function

, the ranking cuboids are defined as the subset of all traffic
messages and each cuboid contains cells, ,
which come from the aggregation over by using ranking
measures from respectively.

Fig. 1. Locality rates for multi-rooted hierarchy with random routing.

Fig. 2. Cumulative distribution function of the locality rates of the real-
world traces.
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A series of ranking cuboids construct ANTELOPE that
takes into account ranking measures to facilitate top-k aggre-
gate queries.

Definition 4 (Ranking (Top-k) Aggregate Queries). A
ranking aggregate query can obtain cells
through involving the group-by to satisfy that any
other cell , .
Data cube answers top-k aggregate queries by ranking

the group-by results from precomputed aggregate values
and further obtaining the top-k groups. The ranking aggre-
gates in the above example actually utilize fullmaterialization
approach to first precompute all possible combinations of
multi-dimensional attributes and then rank them in the des-
cending order. Storing thesemulti-dimensional precomputed
results often consumes too much storage space, in particular
with the growth of the number of dimensions and the size
of associated hierarchy.

Performing the materialization on a data cube is to precom-
pute the rankedmulti-dimensional aggregates for each cuboid
to facilitate ranking-based aggregate queries while requiring
certain storage space to store and maintain generated results.
In practice, there are two baseline choices for cubematerializa-
tion. One is to use no materializationmethod that fully depends
on on-line computation and does not precompute any of
“non-base” cuboids. Since there is no precomputed results,
no materialization approach essentially requires expensive
costs for on-line computation and thus gives extremely slow
responses to query requests. In contrast, the other approach,
i.e., full materialization, precomputes all possible combinations
of aggregates. Although the full materialization can quickly
provide query response, it obviously occupies huge amounts
of storage space that is often much larger than the available
capacity of local memory. Therefore, a tradeoff between stor-
age space and response time ismore interesting and important
to efficiently organize and store the precomputed results.

A data cube usually suffers from the high space overhead in
practical applications and the main solutions to decrease cube

sizes can be classified into compression and aggregation as
shown in Table 1. Compared with existing work, ANTELOPE
uses typical information retrieval tool to exploit the semantic
correlation among received messages and only precomputes
correlated aggregates to carry out partial materialization with
the benefits of space savings.

In practice, the ANTELOPE needs to carefully select
precomputed aggregates that consist of some subsets of
entire dataset. These selected subsets are represented as some
cuboids to satisfy user-specified requests. Since user requests
usually produce the checking on some correlated subsets of
entire cube structure, it is naturallyunnecessary toprecompute
all possible cuboids.

2.3 An Example
A data cube in cloud data centers can provide online aggre-
gate queries by using precomputed results. A typical service
as a case study is to identify potential performance bottleneck,
e.g., “hot spot” data. Table 2 shows an example of I/O access
behaviors according to the dimensions Position, I/O Behavior
and Period by considering Access Times as a numeric measure.
The measure value representing a numerical function aggre-
gates the data belonging to a given cuboid defined by dimen-
sion-value pairs in the data cube space. For instance, this table
shows the numbers of I/O access going through 4 servers
(A, B, C and D), at 3 periods (Morning, Afternoon and
Evening) and in 2 I/O behaviors (Read andWrite). According
to the fact table, we further construct a 3-dimensional data
cube as shown in Fig. 3 to illustrate the data cube structure.
Note that the data cubes aremulti-dimensional, not limited to
3-D, and any -D data tables can be displayed as a series of

-D cubes. Due to space limitation, here we do not
display higher dimensional cubes.

Given a set of dimensions, a data cube consists of a series of
cuboids. Each cuboid is correlated with a subset of the given
dimensions. Fig. 4 shows the data representation at different

TABLE 1
Typical Schemes for Cube Compression and Aggregation

TABLE 2
An Example of I/O Access Behaviors

Fig. 3. A 3-D representation of the data in Table 2.
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levels of aggregation. Each dimension in the 0-D (apex) cuboid
is not specified and thus the cuboid aggregates all information
inentiredata cube. In contrast,when eachdimension in the 4-D
(base) cuboid is specified, the cuboid only displays one cell in
the data cube. Thus, the data cube can answer aggregate query
by checking multiple cuboids, each of which represents a
different level of summarization over a set of cells.

A data cube can support aggregate queries that are corre-
lated with multiple dimensions in an ad-hoc manner by veri-
fying a subset of all precomputed combinations of multi-
dimensional attributes. Query requests receive answers by
checking partial cuboids as shown in Fig. 4. For example,
“Howmany accesses are there onServer_B?” can be answered by
checking a 1-D cuboid, and “How many accesses are there by
reading operation in themorning?” can be answeredby checking
a 2-D cuboid. On the other hand, these examples potentially
indicate another critical problem of ranking aggregates, since
each cuboid possibly contains multiple aggregates and the
nearest results should be the answers. In addition, the concept
of hierarchy means a sequence of concept mapping among
different levels. For example, considering the dimension
Position, the Server values can be mapped to disk or directory
which it belongs to.

ANTELOPE uses partial materialization to obtain signifi-
cant space savings and provide fast query response. For
example, considering the I/O access records in Table 2, “hot
spot” data in Server.A possibly introduce further queries on
alternative servers for load balance, which may consider I/O
access history for performance prediction and decision mak-
ing. We thus need to locate the cuboid that is correlated with
the event and then check the precomputed subsets in the
cuboid to obtain query answers. As shown in Fig. 4, when
Server.A becomes performance bottleneck, the 3 rd point

in the 1-D cuboid is correlated with the event
and then the 2-D and 3-D cuboids in the lower levels con-
necting with this point will be also precomputed to answer
query requests. The “hot spot”data drive the precomputation
on partial, not all, cuboids.

In essence,ANTELOPEoffers approximate query accuracy
in the context of the big data era. The potential applications
demonstrate some common characteristics, such as massive
data, distributed deployment, heterogeneous forms and on-
line processing, which introduce the great challenge of data
processing. In order to address this challenge, ANTELOPE
leverages a proper tradeoff between a very small query
inaccuracy and significant performance improvements.
In general, this tradeoff can be accepted by many typical

real-world applications, such as on-line image query and
processing [45], [46], keyword-based search in documents
[47], [48], social network analysis [49] and industrial product
optimization [50], [51].

3 DESIGN OF ANTELOPE

In this section, we present the design principles of ANTE-
LOPE. To significantly decrease the computation complexity,
we leverage cost-effective partial materialization, rather than
full or no materialization, to build the cube structure that
stores and maintains semantic-aware data. Semantic vectors
are further used to accurately represent the semantic-aware
data.Moreover, in order to handle the curse of dimensionality
[29],wemakeuseof the locality sensitive hashing (LSH) to fast
and efficiently identify the semantic-aware data.

3.1 Section Partial Materialization
Performing the materialization on a data cube is to precom-
pute the ranked multi-dimensional aggregates for each cu-
boid to facilitate ranking-based aggregate queries. The data
cube follows a principle to simplify computation costs.

Principle 1. If a given cell does not satisfy minimum support,
then no descendant of the cell will satisfy minimum support.

Based on this principle, there are two baseline choices for
cube materialization. One is no materialization method that
fully depends on on-line computation and does not precom-
pute any of “non-base” cuboids. Since there is no precom-
puted results, this approach essentially demands expensive
costs for on-line computation and thus gives extremely slow
responses to query requests. In contrast, the other approach,
i.e., full materialization, precomputes all possible combinations
of aggregates. Although the full materialization can quickly
provide query response, it obviously requires large storage
capacity. The used storage capacity is often much larger than
the available memory size. Therefore, a suitable tradeoff
between storage space and response time, i.e., partial materi-
alization, is more important to efficiently execute the pre-
computation for online services.

ANTELOPE needs to select which aggregates can be pre-
computed based on the access patterns upon the locality-
aware data. These aggregates actually come from the subsets
of entiredataset andare representedas the cuboids tomeet the
needs of system optimization from an administrator. An
administrator may be concerned with the servers with “hot
spot” data, which is described as the maximum of I/O
accesses as show in Fig. 7. We can compute the cuboids that
have I/Oaccessesmore than a threshold, e.g., 150 times. Thus,
according to the Principle 1, since and

have the values that are smaller than 150,
their descendants will not contain the larger value. It is
unnecessary to compute the descendant cuboids. Therefore,
we partially materialize the data cube model and obtain the
computation and space savings. The thresholds in multiple
levels determine the sizes of precomputed results and depend
upon the available memory sizes.

In order to efficiently support the operations of partial
materialization,we need to accurately represent and carefully
identify correlated data. These correlated data can facilitate
the cost-effective construction of cube structure.

Fig. 4. A data cube consisting of a lattice of cuboids for the dimensions
position, I/O behavior and period.
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3.2 Correlation-Based Semantic Representation
Information retrieval tools, such as vector spacemodel (VSM)
[52], -means [53] and latent semantic indexing (LSI) [54],
play a role in supporting correlation analysis. VSM heavily
suffers from synonyms and noise in representing correlated
documents since there are false positives from word sub-
strings match and false negatives from documents with simi-
lar context but different term vocabulary while overlooking
the order of terms appearing in the document. The results
from -means approach may be not satisfactory due to the
inappropriate choice of input and the distribution of the
initial set of clusters.

We use Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [54] as an analysis
tool to measure semantic correlation of stored data [55], [56].
The data are essentially represented as base cuboids that are
further extracted by LSI to identify which are correlated with
each other. Specifically, LSI leverages the Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) [57] to measure semantic similarity.
SVD reduces a high-dimensional vector into a low-dimension-
al one by projecting the large vector into a semantic subspace.
Specifically, SVDdecomposesanattribute-filematrix ,whose
rank is , into the product of three matrices , where

and are or-
thogonal, is diagonal, and is
the -th singular value of . is the transpose ofmatrix . LSI
utilizes an approximate solution by representing with a
rank- matrix to delete all but largest singular values,

.

Definition 5. Each data item with -dimensional attributes can
be represented as semantic vector .
Similarly, query can be also represented as

.
Fig. 5 shows an example to measure semantic vectors. We

observe that vector is more correlated with vector than
since the former exhibits smaller angle by computing cosine
similarities in the multi-dimensional space.

In this way, LSI projects a query vector into the
-dimensional semantic space in the form of or

. The latter, i.e., inverse of the singular value, is
used to scale the vector. The similarity between semantic
vectors is measured by their inner product.

LSI tool is able to identify correlated data in real-world
applications [58], [59]. However, it is difficult to directly apply
LSI into large-scale data centers due to frequent dynamic
configuration and potential skewed distribution with bursts
in the stored data, thus making challenging the operations of
semantic analysis. We hence present an improved LSI to
reduce analysis complexity by using the popularity of multi-
dimension attributes of data.

In essence, LSI uses the SVD to derive low-dimensional
representation of semantic space and in practice, low-rank

matrix is an approximate representation of high-rank matrix.
Unfortunately, SVD in LSI is not scalable with respect to
storage space and computation costs to execute matrix-
based computation. The main reason is that conventional
LSI equally treats each value in the matrix, which often
becomes sparse, and overlooks their popularity, which
comes from the spatial, temporal and content localities of
multi-dimensional attributes.

Example 1 (Popularity Awareness)
Spatial Popularity: Adjacent files are often visited together.
Temporal Popularity: A visited file is possible to be frequently
accessed.
Content Popularity: Similar files are usually prefetched.

Our Popularity-aware LSI (PLSI) exploits the popularity
of data objects and further transforms the original sparse
matrix into a block matrix without losing any information.
The block matrix allows the divided parts of entire matrix
to be processed in parallel, thus decreasing computation
delays.

Definition 6 (Popularity-Based Block Matrix). Given a
matrix R , it is a popularity-based block
matrix when each submatrix <
is zero or has less than different matrix eigenvalues

.
Popularity-based block matrix contains multiple zero sub-

matrixes that can be simplified in matrix computation. The
popularity-aware non-zero submatrixes exhibit the correlation
in the stored data, thus supporting efficient aggregation.

Theorem 1 (Submatrix Correlation). Submatrix
, < , is linearly correlated if the number of

different matrix eigenvalues is less than .

Proof. According to the Definition 6, the submatrix in the
popularity-based block matrix has less than
different matrix eigenvalues. We first consider the proof
by contradiction, i.e., if the submatrix has
different matrix eigenvalues, it must be linearly
independent. The conclusion can be further proved by
mathematical induction.

Assuming different eigenvalues in corre-
spond to characteristic vectors that are
linearly independent, i.e.,

We then need to prove that for different
eigenvalues , the corresponding vectors are also
linearly independent. Assume and

Thus we obtain . Further combining
Equation 2 produces . On the other
hand, since Equation 1 shows the ,
must be zero. Thus, the submatrixwith different
matrix eigenvalues must be linearly independent. Since
block matrix has less than different matrix
eigenvalues, , < , is linearly
correlated. ◽

Fig. 5. Measure of semantic vectors.
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We can transform a large and sparse matrix to become
small and dense block matrix while decreasing processing
delays due to parallel computation. Thematrix decomposition
only aggregates approximate data to accelerate the computa-
tion without information loss.

Theorem 2 (Lossless Block Matrix). The block matrix with
multiple submatrixes is equivalent to the original matrix.

Proof. The rankof blockmatrix comes from its submatrixes in
which we count the number of non-zero rows/columes.
The submatrixes are linearly correlated and distinguished
from zero submatrixes. Furthermore, the division on the
original matrix only needs to carry out the transformation
of matrix row and columns, thus keeping its rank
unchanged. Since block and original matrixes have the
same rank, they are equivalent. ◽

3.3 Identification of Locality-Aware Data
ANTELOPE uses locality sensitive hashing (LSH) [29] to
identify locality-aware data. Specifically, data points and
that have -dimensional attributes can be represented as

vectors and . If the distance between vectors and is
smaller than a pre-defined threshold, they are considered to
be similar [65].We then say that these similar data are locality-
aware.

LSHmaps similar items into the same hash bucketswith a
high probability to serve main memory algorithms for simi-
larity search. For a given request for similarity search query,
we need to hash query point into buckets in multiple hash
tables, and furthermore union all items in those chosen
buckets by ranking them according to their distances to the
query point . We hence can select the closest items to a
queried one. LSH function family has the property that items
that are close to each other will have a higher probability
of colliding than items that are far apart. We define to be
the domain of items. Distance functions correspond to
different LSH families of norms based on -stable distri-
bution to allow each hash function to map a
-dimensional vector onto a set of integers.

Definition 7. LSH function family, i.e., H is
called -sensitive for distance function if
for any
If then H ,
If > then H .

The settings of > and > support similarity search.
Multiple hash functions can further increase the gap between

and . The hash function inH is ,where is
a -dimensional random vector with chosen entries following
an -stable distribution, is a real number chosen uniformly
from the range and is a large constant.

Fig. 6 shows an example of LSH working scheme in terms
of measured distance. Specifically, LSH can determine the
proximate locality between two points by examining their
distance in ametric space. If the circle centered at with radius
covers at least one point, e.g. , as shown in Fig. 6(a), LSH

can provide a point with no more than distance to as a
query result.Wecanobserve that there is anuncertain space in
LSH from to distance and the query will obtain a reply
of either point or , since both points locatewithin distance

, i.e. < and < . On the other hand,

points and are not close to the queried due to more
than distance. Fig. 6(b) shows the geometry hashing results
from two vectors and .

In practice, we use hash tables as temporary storage space
to maintain the locality-aware data that are thenmapped into
an R-tree. A server can contain one or more leaf nodes and
branches of this R-tree, i.e., a subtree, depending on its own
capacity.

4 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATIONS

This Section discusses the implementation issues of
ANTELOPE in cloud data centers. In order to offer efficient
management of computation and storage models, we first
describe the mapping scheme between precomputed cube
and storage structure R-tree [61]. We also present the opera-
tions, including insertion, deletion, aggregate queries and
incremental updates, in ANTELOPE.

4.1 Structure Mapping
We use R-tree [61] to maintain the locality-aware data. The
benefits are twofold. One is to support online query service
and the other is to facilitate partial materialization. We
respectively discuss them.

AnR-tree structure is a dynamic and height-balanced index
structure. TheR-treeheight, i.e., thepath length fromthe root to
any leaf node, is identical. Minimum Bounding Rectangles
(MBR) represent thedata thathasmulti-dimensional attributes.
MBR in each dimension denotes an interval of the enclosed
data with a lower and an upper bound. MBR in fact partitions
data into different groups in the multi-dimensional space. An
R-tree allows multi-dimensional queries by aggregating attri-
bute values into corresponding ranges. We can build an R-tree
in an iterative way. R-tree provides efficient query service via
accessing only a small amount of nodes.

ANTELOPE maps locality-aware data in hash tables to
the nodes of R-tree, which correspond to the servers of cloud
data center network. Specifically, we map the precomputed
cuboids of ANTELOPE to corresponding R-tree nodes that
further support aggregate queries and other dynamic opera-
tions, such as insertion, deletion and update. Fig. 7 shows an
example to illustrate the mapping between the cuboids of
ANTELOPE and R-tree nodes. Due to space limitation, we
only display the mapping for 0-D and 1-D cuboids as exam-
ples and higher-dimension cuboids follow the same way. In
each cuboid, the aggregated data are ranked according to the
ranking function and here we use the max operation in the
descending order. All data groups in each cuboid are stored
by sorted lists.

Fig. 6. An example of LSH working scheme.
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4.2 Grouping Procedures
We calculate the correlation among the groups, each of which
is represented by a leave node of R-tree. Givenmultiple nodes
storing high-dimensional metadata, a semantic vector with
attributes is constructed to represent each of the

metadata nodes. By using the semantic vectors of these
nodes as the input, we obtain the semantic correlation value
between two nodes, and , among nodes.

We need to further build the parent nodes in the R-tree.
Nodes and are aggregated into a new group if their
correlation value is larger than a predefined threshold .
When a node has multiple correlation values that are larger
than , the node with the largest correlation value will be
chosen. These groups are recursively aggregated until all of
them forma single one that is the root of R-tree. Each tree node
usesminimum bounding rectangles to represent all metadata
that can be accessed through its children nodes.

The above procedures aggregate all data into anR-tree. For
queries, the query traffic is very likely bounded within one or
a small number of tree nodes due to metadata semantic
correlations and similarities. If each tree node is stored on a
single metadata server, such query traffic is then bounded
within one or a small number of metadata servers. Therefore,
ANTELOPE can avoid or minimize the linear searches.

While there exist other available grouping tools, such as
-means [53] andVector SpaceModel (VSM) [62], ANTELOPE

leverages Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [54], [56] to aggre-
gate semantically-correlated files due to its high efficiency
and ease of implementation. -means algorithm exploits
multi-dimensional attributes of items to cluster them into

partitions. While the iterative refinement mini-
mizes the total intra-cluster variance that is assumed to
approximately measure the cluster, the final results heavily
dependon thedistribution of the initial set of clusters. VSM is
an algebraic model for representing document objects as
vectors of identifiers. The grouping depends upon the as-
signedweights. VSM suffers from the scalability problem for
longdocuments and fails to efficiently dealwith the potential
problems of synonymy and polysemy. The LSI tool over-
comes these problems by using statistically derived concepts
instead of terms for retrieval.

4.3 Insertion
When a data object is inserted into a group, the R-tree is
adaptively adjusted to balance the workload among all

storage nodes within this group. An insertion operation in-
volves two steps: group location and threshold adjustment.
Both steps only access a small fraction of the R-tree in order to
avoid message flooding in the entire system.

When inserting a data object as a leaf node of the R-tree, we
need to first identify a group that is themost closely related to
this unit. Semantic correlation value between this new node
and a randomly chosen group is computed by using LSI
analysis over their semantic vectors. If the value is larger than
admission threshold, the group accepts the data as a new
member. Otherwise, the new data will be forwarded to adja-
cent groups for admission checking. After a data object is
inserted into a group, MBR will be updated to cover the new
node.

The admission threshold is one of the key design parameter
tobalance loadamongmultiple storagenodeswithinagroup. It
directly determines the semantic correlation, membership, and
size of a semantic-aware group. The initial value of this thresh-
old is determined by sampling analysis. After inserting a new
data object into a semantic group, the threshold is dynamically
adjusted to keep the semantic-aware R-tree balanced.

4.4 Deletion
The deletion operation in the semantic-aware R-tree is similar
to a deletion in a conventional R-tree. Deleting a given node
entails adjusting the semantic correlation of that group, in-
cluding the value of group vector and the multi-dimensional
MBR of each group node. If a group contains too few storage
nodes, the remaining nodes of this group are merged into its
sibling group. When a group becomes a child node of its
former grandparent in the semantic-aware R-tree as a result of
becoming the only child of its father due to groupmerging, its
height adjustment is executed upwardly.

4.5 Aggregate Queries
In order to efficiently support aggregate queries, we simplify
the representation of the stored data and only keep partial
precomputation results, i.e., semantically correlated subset.
Correlated data often have higher probability to satisfy the
query requests from adjacent data center nodes since they
potentially keep approximate spatial and temporal localities.
A query request with -dimensional attributes can be

Fig. 7. Implementationmapping from cube cuboids to ANTELOPE nodes
for 0-D and 1-D cuboids using MAX operation.

Fig. 8. Top-k aggregate query algorithm.
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transformed into a vector . The vector consists of a series of
binary numbers, each of which denotes a dimension. We first
hash the vector into the LSH and obtain all data in the hit
buckets. These data are much correlated and further orga-
nized into an R-tree structure [61]. We hence only need to
select the data correlated with by using LSH to build a light-
weight and adaptive cube for aggregate queries.

We present an on-line ranking-based (top-k) aggregate
query algorithm as shown in Fig. 8, which can return
top- query results. The algorithm first creates sorted
lists for ranking cuboids (Line 1) and then initializes these
sorted lists by scanning materialized cuboids into memory
(Line 2). When all sorted lists are nonempty and the number
of found results are smaller than , ANTELOPE selects the
cell with the largest aggregate value, represented as ,
according to the ranking function . The cell is then
inserted into and deleted from its sorted list as shown
From Line 3 to Line 9. The cube finally returns top-k query
results in Line 10.

4.6 Incremental Updates
A data center node usually maintains the messages to
execute updates on the stale data. The messages contain
new changes of system status. However, performing the
updates potentially introduces extra re-computation overhead
on ANTELOPE to guarantee query accuracy. ANTELOPE
leverages the locality property within the received messages
to carry out incremental updates. The main benefits are to
provide quick response and reduce I/O costs. The basic idea
behind incremental updates is to leveragemulti-version based
method and aggregate some amounts of received messages
that exhibit the locality. The preprocess operations combine the
same or similar messages that report approximate information
into one update.

The multi-version based scheme in real system implemen-
tations of ANTELOPE offers cost-effective incremental update
and supports the precomputation based queries. Specifically,
at the beginning, the time is set to . When the updated data
arrive, ANTELOPE creates the versions for corresponding
groups. From the times to , updates are aggregated into
the -th version. These updates contain the operations of
insertion, deletion and modification of data, which are labeled
in the versions.

In practice, the versioning scheme may incur extra over-
heads due to checking the attached versions, besides the
original informationwhen executing a query. However, since
the versions onlymaintain the changes that essentially require
small storage overheads, the extra latency of searching is
usually small. A query operation needs to check the original
data and its versions from backward to . The advantage of
checking backward is to fast obtain the most recent changes
since version generally maintains the newer information
than the version .

ANTELOPE removes the attached versions when reconfi-
guring the original grouped data. The frequency of reconfig-
uration depends on the user requirements and environment
constraints. Removing versions needs to apply the changes of
the versions into its original data. To adapt to the system
changes, ANTELOPE allows the groups to have different
numbers and sizes of the attached versions.

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this Section,we evaluate the performance ofANTELOPE in
terms of its effectiveness and efficiency, including aggregate
throughput in multiple communication patterns (one to one,
one to many, many to one and all to all), initialization time,
and online query service quality (query delay, query accuracy
and update time).

5.1 Experimental Setup
The application scenario of ANTELOPE is in the large-scale
data centers to support online services. We make use of real-
world online query application datasets for our experiments.
Due to space limitation, we mainly report the experimental
results fromHP [33] andMSN [34] traces, which represent the
bounds as shown in Fig. 1 in Section 2.1.

We have designed and implemented ANTELOPE proto-
type in theLinux environment.Webuilt the testbed consisting
of 30 servers, each of which is 2.0 GHz dualcore CPU, 2 GB
DRAM, 250 GB disk and 1000PT quad-port Ethernet NIC. All
servers are connected with 5 24-port Gigabit Ethernet
switches. We use the parameters, , , to
support online aggregate queries.

In order to support the use of ANTELOPE, we leverage
semantic grouping to aggregate correlated data together and
store the computation results in the R-tree with the aid of
structure mapping. Furthermore, the results of cube compu-
tation in the R-tree are distributed in multiple network nodes
by using typical schemes of subtree partitioning [58], [63]. The
basic idea of subtree partitioning is to allow each node to
maintain one or multiple adjacent branches of entire tree.
Moreover, in order to support efficient updates and fast
queries, each node also stores the information of root node
to locate the queried data. Hence, an update operation will
incur local computation for a small branch ofR-tree. If the new
result leads to the modification of root node, it will be
transmitted to other nodes for updates. The modification on
the root node occurs with small probability in practice.

ANTELOPE stores the precomputed results of partial mate-
rialization to facilitate ranking-based (top- ) aggregatequeriesby
setting specified I/O interfaces. When a server receives a query
request, the request is then issued to cube interfaces to allow
aggregate query operations in ANTELOPE. On the other hand,
we set up to 2000 query requests for atmost top-20 query results.

We compare ANTELOPE with state-of-the-art schemes,
i.e., fat tree [21], VL2 [17] and pSearch [64]. Specifically, fat-
tree is a switch-centric structure, motivated by reducing over-
subscription ratio and removing single-failure points. Since
switches are concatenated, the effective port number for
scaling out is half (except the root layer). VL2 uses flat
addressing to allow service instances to be placed anywhere
in the network and further leverages the end-system based
address resolution to scale to large server pools, without
introducing the complexity to the network control plane.
pSearch is a decentralized non-flooding P2P information
retrieval system. By using Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) to
generate semantics, pSearch is able to distribute the indices
through the P2P network. Due to aggregating semantically
correlated items, the query costs can be reduced significantly.

ANTELOPE shares the similar design goals with fat tree,
VL2 and pSearch. To facilitate the comparisons, we
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implement the components and functionalities in fat tree and
VL2, not including their fault tolerance and fairness models,
which are not the main concerns in this paper. Moreover, a
pSearch prototype is constructed based on the guidance [64].
Since pSearchmainly aims to offer scalable and efficient query
services, we compare ANTELOPE with pSearch in terms of
online query quality as shown in Section 5.2.2. We also
compute the VSMand SVD results in the system implementa-
tions [66], [67], [68].

It is worth noting that our comparison does not imply that
other structures are not suitable for their original design
scenarios. Instead, we intend to show that ANTELOPE is a
better scheme for data centers that need to understand data to
optimize network architecture design.

5.2 Experimental Results
We examine the performance of ANTELOPE by using several
metrics and analyze the evaluation results.

5.2.1 Initialization
Cube-based designs need to initially carry out the pre-
computation on the combinations of multi-dimensional

attributes, indicated by construction time as shown in
Fig. 9.

We first examine the initial construction time as ametric to
examine fat tree, VL2 and ANTELOPE schemes. The cube
construction needs to first precompute the selected cuboids
and then carry out the mapping operations from precom-
puted cube results to physical storage space. Fig. 9 shows that
ANTELOPE using HP and MSN traces can save time on
average 71.8% and 52.6% respectively over fat tree and VL2.
The main reason is that ANTELOPE makes use of LSH to
aggregate correlated data together. These correlated data
serve for building cubewith high probability and thus reduce
potential datamigration amongmultiple servers. In addition,
we also observe that VL2 obtains better performance than fat
tree due to the flat addressing in the former, which allows
flexible data placement.

5.2.2 Online Query Service Quality
Query delay refers to the time interval from initiating the
query request to receiving the results. Figs. 10 and 11 show the
average query delays to respectively answer top-5, 10 and 20
queries in HP and MSN traces. We observe that ANTELOPE
requires shorter latency, respectively by 35.6%, 47.2% and
65.8% in three queries, than pSearch, VL2 and fat tree.
ANTELOPE uses LSH computation to quickly and accurately
identify correlated data that can be indexed with high proba-
bility, which hence significantly decrease the searching space.
In addition, pSearch leverages latent semantic indexing to
generate the semantics that help narrow the searching scope
andhence reduce query latency. Two typical traces exhibit the
similar observations and conclusions.

Since ANTELOPE uses partial materialization to decrease
the construction time and space overhead, it may potentially

Fig. 9. Construction time.

Fig. 10. Average query delays for answering top- queries in HP trace.

Fig. 11. Average query delays for answering top- queries in MSN trace.
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introduce some query inaccuracy. We evaluate the query
accuracy by examining different top- queries. Fig. 12(a) and
12(b) respectively show query accuracy of HP and MSN
traces. We observe that more than 92.6% queries even consid-
ering 2000 requests for top-20 requests can obtain accurate
results, meaning that there are one or two inaccurate items
from20 foundones,which can satisfy the query requirements.
While considering the significant space savings and the de-
crease of construction time, the query accuracy inANTELOPE
can be acceptable by most online query applications.

We evaluate the dynamic update operations in ANTE-
LOPE and VL2 as shown in Section 4.6 by examining the
metric of incremental update time. The fat tree structure uses a
central scheduler to collect flows whose last update is older
than a given time and this reservation-based method may
introduce more update latency. For updating stale data, VL2
sends the new data to a single directory server to determine
the updated position, which introduces extra latency. Fig. 13
shows the execution time of updating different percentages of
cuboids in ANTELOPE that leverages the locality character-
istics. ANTELOPE in two traces requires on average 57.2%
and 38.6% smaller update time than fat tree and VL2, effi-
ciently supporting the operation of updating stale
information.

5.2.3 Throughput
We perform experiments to demonstrate ANTELOPE’s sup-
port for one-to-one, one-to-several, one-to-all and all-to-all
patterns. The transmission data from source to destination
servers are set to 20GB.We further compare ANTELOPEwith
fat tree andVL2.The source server in the one-to-severalpattern
is to send data to three other servers through TCP connections.
Table 3 shows theper-server throughput underdifferent traffic
patterns. We observe that ANTELOPE obtains around 2 times
faster than fat tree and averagely 35.9% than VL2.

ANTELOPE is a scalable network scheme andwe examine
its per-server throughput by adding new servers. Fig. 14
shows the experimental results. We observe that ANTELOPE
exhibits better scalability than VL2 and fat tree, respectively
improving the throughput by averagely 0.86 and 2.17 times.
ANTELOPE also shows it can obtain near-linear increase of
throughput when adding new servers. The benefit mainly
comes from the locality-aware design that allowsmost opera-
tions to be completed in the partial, not entire, networks.

6 RELATED WORK

Data center architecture in the cloud is important to system
performance. Existing network architectures focus on the
study of scalability and fault tolerance, modular forms and
inexpensive design.

Scalability and fault tolerance. A data center should be
scalable and fault tolerance. PortLand [15] is a scalable, fault
tolerant layer 2 routingand forwardingprotocol fordata center
environments. Ficonn [16] is a server interconnection network
structure that uses dual-port configuration in data center
servers. VL2 [17] leverages the programmability of servers
and achieves hot-spot-free routing and scalable layer-2 seman-
tics. DCell [18] proposes a dense interconnection network built
by adding multiple network interfaces to servers that can
forward packets. Since a high-level DCell is constructed from
many low-level DCells, DCell can be recursively defined.

Modular design. The recently proposed shipping contain-
er data centers use a modular scheme to reduce the costs of
cooling, powering and administration in a container. BCube
[19] uses switches for faster processing and active probing for
load-spreading. BCube supports various bandwidth-inten-
sive applications by speeding up one-to-one, one-to-several,
and one-to-all traffic patterns. To construct the inter-container
structure and reduce the cabling complexity, MDCube [70]
uses high-speed up-link interfaces of the commodity switches
in BCube containers. Ripcord [71] is a platform for rapidly
prototyping, testing, and comparing different data center
networks. Ripcord offers a common infrastructure, and a set
of libraries to allow quick prototyping of new schemes.

Fig. 12. The accuracy of queries.

Fig. 13. Incremental update delay. Fig. 14. Per-server throughput.

TABLE 3
Per-Server Throughput (Gb/s)
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Furthermore, in order to build mega data center from hetero-
geneous containers, uFix [72] interconnects heterogeneous
data center containers and can flexibly scale to large-scale
servers. Moreover, a multi-class Bloom filter (MBF) [73] is
proposed to support scalable data center multicast and con-
siders element uncertainty. MBF determines the number of
hash functions by considering the probability that a group is
inserted into the Bloom filter.

Optimized costs. A high end router with more capacity is
generally used to scale out the intermediate devices to a large
number, thus requiring enormous costs. In order to improve
the design of high bandwidth and multi-path data-center
networks, Perseus [74] can optimize parameter choices from
bandwidth, latency, reliability, parts cost, and other real-
world details. SPAIN [20] provides multipath forwarding
using inexpensive, commodity off-the-shelf (COTS) Ethernet
switches. By exploiting the redundancy in a given network
topology, SPAIN precomputes a set of paths and further
merges them into a set of trees. Fat tree [21] presents a data
center communication architecture that leverages commodity
Ethernet switches to deliver scalable bandwidth for large-
scale clusters.

7 CONCLUSION

Network architecture design is important in cloud data cen-
ters networks. In order to improve system efficiency and
scalability, we need to study the network architecture and
data placement, and bridge the gap between them. We pres-
ent the design and implementation of ANTELOPE, a novel
data-centric network scheme, for large-scale data centers.
ANTELOPE explores and exploits the access patterns to
identify locality-aware data with the aid of LSH that has
constant-scale complexity. We further make use of an appli-
cation, i.e., the precomputation-based data cube, to imple-
ment scalable distributed data placement and examine the
real performance of ANTELOPE. ANTELOPE implements
the partial materialization by leveraging the LSH computa-
tion, in which the correlated data are identified to build data
cube. Extensive experimental results show the efficiency and
scalability of our proposed ANTELOPE scheme.
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